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As your Hogwarts adventure progresses, you've met new friends from time to time. Each friend has 10 rows of friendships that can never be seen, completing quests, sharing food together, playing the game gobstones, and enjoying some butterbeer. Each action is essentially a series of 4 questions that
you have to answer to get more friendship points. After each level up you will be rewarded with a small amount of gems (Real Money Currency) or energy. Each friendship guide linked below will contain detailed information and answers to every question friends will ask during the events: Andre will give
you a fashion quiz while eating along Who is the fashion master? Albus Dumbledore or Gildera Lockhart Where can I shop at Hogsmid? Gladrags Wizardwear What marks the rules for publicwear? International Statute of Secrecy. Who enforces the dress code? Wizengamot What is Traditional Apparel
Masters? Simple robes or hats, who is the president of the F.A.R.T? Archie Ameslow When did you buy clothes? After the Escape of the Devil's Snare Play Gobstones Answer Andre's quidditch questions beat him at gobstones How do you score points? Put the quaffl in the target hoop. or Catch the
Golden Snick Who was the referee quidditch? Leopoldina Smethwyck or Cyprian Youdle Which game precedes quidditch? Shuntbumps or Swivenhodge What ball is used in quidditch? Bludger or Kuaffle What position does Charlie play? Seeker, which one is a foul? Cobbing or Flacking Drink Butterbeer
Prove how well you know Andre Egwu. Where did we meet? Hogsmeade Where do we usually catch up? Three broomsticks What do I know? Playing quidditch Who do I support? Proud Portree What do I always want to do? See quidditch What's my last name? Egwu Badeaa will quiz you on your
knowledge of witchcraft art. Name a magic group... Hobgoblins or Bent-Winged Snitches Title of the Magical Author ... Mopsy Flibert The name of the magical playwright. Malekrit Who's on the chocolate frog card? Magenta Comstock. Or Walter Crane. Name a famous artist... Rodrik Plumpton or Amos
Diggory Name the famous magical picture... The Witch and the Wizard of Couple or Godric in Hollow Night The Name of the Famous Poet-Magician ... Ingolfr Iambic Play Gobstones Defeat Badeea Ali at Gobstones, making her bored. You can win ... I could fall asleep, I'd rather stay awake... I'll ask Binns
to give a lecture. Wait until you see this move... Sorry, I nodded... Don't try to bore me... Let's discuss the history of magic. Let's join the Gobstones Club. Let's look at the ground. What do you think of the Hobstones? I don't have an opinion. Drink Butterbeer Prove how well you know Badeea! Who is my
head of the house? Professor Flitwick. What advice did I give you for the first time? Think outside the box. Who told you about me? Almost Nick Who was I painting when we met? Beatrice Heywood. What's what Did I do that when we met? Portrait painting. Where did we meet? The clock tower is a yard.
Barnaby loves magical creatures and will quiz your character on their knowledge of the area. Who specializes in dragons? Draconologist What creature from Africa? Fwooper or Phoenix What creature can talk? Acromanthula or Jarvi what creature can fly? Hippogriff or Snallygaster Which creature can lay
eggs? Augurey or Chimaera Which one makes the best pet? Puffskein Name Top Creature expert Newt Scamander or Gulliver Pokeby Play Gobstones Barnaby claims he's good at gaming until he's too confused. Choose the most confusing answers to get the most points. Let's join the Gobstones Club.
We founded the Gobstone Club. What if I lose? You're going to turn into. Don't try to confuse me how this liquid smells? Let's play, (your character's name player) Why do they call it Gobstones? What do you think of the Hobstones? The Gobstones are my favorite food. Wait until you see this move... I just
saw him You can beat me ... Think of Aritmanchi. Drink Butterbyte, who I've been friends with before? Merula or Imelda Where did we meet? Class of potions. Who is my head of the house? Professor Snape Who knew my father? Do you know who or Horace Slughorn what I'm best known for? Be cool.
What's my favorite? Creatures What's my last name? Lee Ben has two different categories of questions for this activity: fears and favorite things. Prove how well you know Ben's fears. What spell am I most afraid of? Awada Kedavr What potion am I most afraid of? Weedosoros Which student am I afraid
the most? Merula What creature am I most afraid of? Which professor am I most afraid of? Snape What's my favorite pet? Toad What's my favorite food? Chips What's my favorite drink? Butter Bieber What's my favorite holiday? What's my favorite creature? Puffskein What's my favorite sweet? Treacle
Toffee Play Gobstones Select answers that make Ben nervous. Let's play, (Character name) Don't look back on you! The next step is my favorite. What's your favorite Dragon? What if I lose? We won't be friends. What if this game is cursed? Let's join the Gobstones club... Let's join the Death Eaters You
Can Win... I could be a werewolf drink Butterbeer to prove how well you know Ben by answering his questions. Where did we meet? In the castle. Why is Hogwarts so scary to me? You're from the Muggle family. Who intimidated me? Merula Where do I like to hide? What's my last name? Copper (it's
actually copper, not Cooper) Who's my head of the house? Professor McGonagall Bill has two categories of questions while eating together. He'll either ask about your first year or give you Gryffindor. Describe your first year at Hogwarts Who was your first friend here? Rowan Who was your first first
Merula Where are you dueling Merula? The Clock Tower Yard Where did you go in Diagon Lane? Ollivanders or Flourish and Blotts How Did You Find the Damned Ice? I've been following Snape and Phil, how did you evade Mrs. Norris? With Sleeping Checker Who gave you house points? Flitwick or
Dumbledore's Bill Weasley's Gryffindor quiz Who's Our Head of The House? Professor McGonagall What do you associate with us? Courage What's on the coat of arms of our house? Leo Who was our founder? Godric Gryffindor Who is famous Gryffindor? James Potter or Sirius Black Where's our
common room? Gryffindor Tower Who is our Ghost House? Almost headless Nick Play Gobstones Bill plays worse when he's distracted, picking out the answers that will distract him the most. Let's play, (Character Name)! Let's find the Damned Vaults How do you like the Hobstones? Let's talk about your
brothers and sisters My brother taught me this step. It should be better than you you could be better than me... I'm better than Curse-Breaker too wait until you see this move... I'm a werewolf drink Butterbeer to prove how well you know Bill by answering his questions. What's my last name? Who's my
head at home? Professor McGonagall Where does my father work? How many siblings do I have? Six What's my goal? To be the curse destroyer Where did we meet? Training grounds Where do I live? Charlie's Burrow will quiz you on knowing dragons. Describe the Ukrainian Ironbelly It has metallic
gray scales. or it's the biggest breed of dragon. Describe the Hebridean black He eats fresh venison. or it has a bat like wings. Describe a Chinese fireball... Raspberry eggs. or his golden spikes. Describe the Hungarian Horntail... He's got a spiky tail. or he shoots fire up to fifty feet. Describe the Romanian
Longhorn. He's got long golden horns. or it has dark green scales. Describe the Norwegian Ridgebacks. They feed on aquatic creatures. or they have spiky wings. Describe the Peruvian Vipertooth They are the smallest dragons. or they eat people. Play Gobstones Answer Charlie's questions about the
Weasley family. Who else lives in Burrow? Ghoul in the attic. or a dwarf in the garden. What's our mom good at? Healing magic or domestic spells What's my grandmother's name? Sedrell Weasley What's the subject in Burrow? A fireplace on the Floo network or a watch that tracks the family What family
lives near us? Diggory or Fawcett What list were we included in? Sacred Twenty-Eight or Pure Blood Catalog What Family Are We Related to? Prewett family or home black drink Butterbeer Charlie wants to know more about your third year at Hogwarts What new friends have you made? Tulip Karasu or
Barnaby Lee Where did you sneak? Limited section or Filch's office What evidence did you find? My brother's notebook or threatening letter What cool spells did you learn? Depulso or Rydicculus What blocked The Cursed Asylum? You-Know-Who Boggarts or the limited section of the bookshelf What
was inside the vault? Broken Arrow or Forbidden Forest Map Pass Diego Duel quiz! How should the duel begin? Combatants collide and bow. Name the correct duel spell... Banish the liarmus! or Stupefy! Duel is important for what work? Auror. What spell can protect you? Protego! What does the other
one do? Take it upon yourself if you die. Name the champion dueller... Professor Flitwick Name dumbleddore's famous duel against Grindelwald Play Gobstones Win in Gobstones, distracting Diego! You can beat me ... I'm better, too. I'd rather focus ... What about Re expulsion? Look at this move ... Look
at my trophy duel ... Let's join the Gobstones Club. Let's go to the duel club. What do you think of the Hobstones? It's cooler than a duel. Don't try to distract me... I encourage you to duel! Drink Butterbeer Prove how well you know Diego Kaplan! Who first told you about me? Merula Snide Who is my head
of the house? Professor Rostock What's my last name? Kaplan. Where did we meet? Training grounds With what do I compare duel with? Dance. What spell did I use in the first place? Orchid. What is my goal? To become a duelling jae champion has two different categories of questions for this activity:
House-Elf quiz and Hogwarts discipline quiz. House-Elf quiz What magic can they do? Levitate objects. or disarm opponents. What do elves look like most? Yumboes How do you free the elf house? Take your clothes from your master. What is Dom-Elf status? Who are the home elves? Their master's
family. or their master. Who got them in the Kitchens? How can house elves travel? Phenomenon. Discipline quiz BeaTa Jae! Name some detentions... Polish silver. or Cleaning the beds. What privileges can I get? Suspension from quidditch. or prohibited from Hogsmeade. What items are banned? Auto-
backed quills. or Fanged Frisbees. What is the standard punishment? Removal of privileges. or taking home points. Who can take points at home? Teachers What follows expulsion? Your wand is destroyed. Or you'll be ready out of school. What can kick you out? Casting spells in front of muggles. Play
Gobstones Select Answers that will keep Jae distracted to defeat him in the Gobstones. Let's play, (Character Name). Let's talk about prohibited items... Let's join the Gobstones Club. Let's take on Knockturn Alley. I'd rather focus ... But how about getting rich? What do you think of the Hobstones? It's
better than anything illegal. Don't try to distract me... I work in Borgin and Berks. You can beat me ... I can take over your business. Look at this move ... Look at my vault in Gringotts. Drink Butterbeer Prove well you know, Jae! What are we doing in the Kitchens? To do the dishes. or make sandwiches.
What place do I try to avoid? Teh Teh or Filch's office. How can I smuggle items? Nocturne Alley. What's our boss's name? Pitts. Where did we meet? Cuisine. Who is my head of the house? Professor McGonagall What's my last name? Kim. Tell Liz about the fourth year at Hogwarts to go through this
activity: What plants are you studying? Wiggentry. Or wormwood. What cool spells did you learn? Confredgo or Protego Where did you sneak? Forbidden forest. What new friends have you made? Charlie Weasley. Or Torvus. What cool potions did you learn? Potion of beautification. What guarded the
Cursed Vault? Acromanthula. What was inside the vault? A tiny sweater. or a portrait of a dragon. Play Gobstones distract Liz to win at Gobstones! Let's play, (Character name) Let's protect creatures, not. or let's talk to Kettleburn instead. Wait until you see this next step... You should have seen my pet
Knezle. or how does Streeler move? I'd rather focus ... What about the Hippogriffs? Or how about animagi?! You can beat me ... I can be a mountain troll. Don't try to distract me... Is it a Unicorn?! What do you think of the Hobstones? It's cooler than creatures. Let's join the Gobstones Club. Let's protest
against the cruelty of creatures. or let's look for creatures. Drink Butterbeer Prove how well you know Liz! Where did we meet? Corridor. What do I love the most? Creatures. What's my last name? Tuttle. What's my nickname? Lizard. Who is my head of the house? Professor Snape. What ingredients did I
give you? Bickorn Horne. or Boomslang skin. Who first told you about me? Penny Heywood. Tonks will give you a quiz on Filch, prove how well you know him to raise your friendship with Tonks. Who was the watchman before Filch? Angry Carp or Apollonion Pringle What Doesch Loves Most? Mrs. Norris
What does he keep in his office? Shackles or fireworks Where does he take holidays? He doesn't. What's Filch's cat's name? Mrs. Norris Who Hates The Most? Peeves Play Gobstones distract Tonks to defeat her at The Gobstones. Let's play, (character name)! Let's fool Filch Wait until you see this
move ... Wait till you become Aurora. You can beat me ... I could be a metamorphmago what if I lose? You're going to eat death. What do you think of the Hobstones? Let's talk about zonko Let's join the Gobstones club. Let's form a club of pranksters. Butterbeer Tonks has two separate quizzes during the
Butterbeer event. Prove how well you know Tonks. What is the work of my dreams? Auror Who's my head of House? Professor Rostock What am I best known for? Being a Metamorphmago. Where did we meet? Flying class What's my name? Nymphador My favorite place in Hogsmead? The jokey
Sonco store answers the nymphadora Tonks' questions about your second year. What cool spells did you learn? Incendio or Revelio What evidence are you Transformed Black quil or Enchanted Enchanted Where did you go? The common room of another house. What was inside the vault? My brother's
broken wand. or Mysterious Book What cool potions have you learned? Swelling decision or strengthening decision What protected the Damned Sanctuary? Ice Knight or Enchanted Door. Penny will quiz you on knowing potions. What's in The Forgetfulness of The Potion? Let the river water or Valerian
sprigs What's in The Polyjuice potion? Fluxweed or Knotgrass What's in ShortenIng Solution? Shrivelfigs or powdered rat spleen What's the swelling solution? Dried Nettles or Pufferfish Eyes What's in Wideye Potion? Standard ingredient or Wolfsbane What's in the treatment boils? Snake Fangs or
Horned Slugs Play Gobstones Penny has two categories of issues while playing Gobstones. Sometimes it doesn't play, but while distracted, requiring you to choose the most distracting answers. She will also give you a Hogwarts gossip quiz. Distract Penny Let's Play, (Character Name) What's Your
Favorite Poison? Wait until you see this step. Who's the best in potions? You can be better than me. I'm better at potions than you too don't try to distract me... Sprout comes here Let's join the Gobstones club. Let's boil Polyjuice potion I'm unlikely to ever lose... You must be damned to prove how well you
know Hogwarts' Gossip Why Your Brother Was Expelled? He broke school rules What does Filch love the most? Mrs. Norris Why are Dumbledore leaving? To find someone What is Hagrid's secret? It keeps dangerous creatures drinking Butterbeer to prove how well you know Penny What's my favorite
class? Potions We first met after you dueled ... Merula What's my last name? Heywood What am I best known for? Be Good in Potions Where Did We Meet? West Towers Who is my favorite Hufflepuff? Professor Rostock Who is my head of the house? Professor Rostock During some important quests
you will be able to choose one of your friends to accompany you, but you first have to convince them by answering their questions. Below are the questions Penny can like you: Year 4 Chapter 11 Plan to beautification potion with Penny. Choose answers that will encourage Penny to help. Why potion
beautification? To get rid of the red cap Where can we get ginger root? Herbology Class How About Fairy Wings? Caring for magical creatures How about unicorn hair? Forbidden forest. We need a place to cook in private. The Room of Artifacts Is a difficult potion to brew... If anyone can do it, it's you.
Year 4 Chapter 13 Recruit Penny! Why do you want me to leave? You're gifted in the Potion. How do we get to the Forest? We're going to fly broomsticks. How do we stop Little Red Riding Hood? We're going to use the Botification Potion. How do we find the arrowhead? Niffler's going to be looking for
him. How do we find the Centaur? I'll make Vermillius. Do you really think this is going to work? As long as we Plan. Year 4 Chapter 15 and 16 Convince Penny to help you explore the Forbidden Forest of the Damned Sanctuary! Why do you want me to leave? You'll get a shiny potion. How do we find the
Centaur? Hagrid will take us. What about the damn vault? The Centaur will take us in. What protects the Sanctuary? Acromantulas What do you think inside? Hints about the next store. Call for Knight's Adventures During the Call for Knight's Adventures in Year 5 you will have to convince Penny to join
you in the Land of Magical Creatures by answering the following questions. Why should we trust the portrait? He wants to help save Beatrice. But we all know he's pretty weird. Rather, he's insanely brave. Why not bring someone else? It might help your sister. We don't have enough details. We'll find
more information together. That might not help Beatrice. We have to try if we want to find out. Rowan has two possible quizzes: a review on everything you learned at Hogwarts or the Dumbledore quiz. The quiz: Let's take a look at everything we've learned so far. What blew up your boiler? Bulladox
powder. Where was our first flight class? Training grounds. What was our first potion? A cure for boiling. What was our second potion? Wiggenveld zelier. What first spell did we learn? Lumos. What was our first class like? Charms. What was our second grade like? Potions. Dumbledore quiz What is
Dumbledore's hobby? Tithing bowling. or chamber music. Describe Dumbledore's wand... This is the Elder Wanda. Or it has thestral tail hair core. Where does his brother work? Hog Head Hotel. What is Dumbledore's name? Director. What titles did he hold? Supreme Mugwump. or Head Boy. What is he
best known for? Victory over Grindelwald. Playing Gobstones Rowan feels homesick, making her feel at home to defeat them in the Gobstones. You know what I miss the most? Family. I miss my family so much... Write them a letter. How to stop feeling homesick? Read more books. The farm was so
wonderful... You can find out more here. Do you know which tree I miss the most? Hawthorn. There are so many creatures... Boatruckles? Drink Butterbeer Prove how well you know Rowan. What's my favorite game? The Hobstones. Who is my favorite professor? Dumbledore. What's my favorite topic?



Charms. What is the work of my dreams? Professor. What did I buy after we met? Clothing. Where did we meet? Diagon Alley. Tulip will quiz you on your ability to trouble. Where can you save things? Room of Artifacts Who is the best troublemaker? You or Pives What's the worst punishment? Getting a
Place You Should Buy Jokes? Joke shop sonco, who should you watch out for? Professor Snape or Mr. Filch Play Gobstones Answer Tulips questions about jokes and tricks to win from her in Gobstones. What the Smelly trick? Dungbombs or smelly pellets What can make someone run? Fanged
Frisbees or Ever-Bashing Boomerangs What Makes the greatest damage? Fanged Frisbees What trick can someone eat? Shock-o-Choc or Acid Pops What Can Disgust Someone? Whizzing worms or frog caviar soap What can be mixed in a drink? Belch Powder or Bulbador Powder Drink Butterbeer
Answer questions about Tulip to show how well you know her. Who have I been friends with before? Merula Where did we meet? What do I call you in a transformed class? She calls you her First and Family characters. Pictured: Harry Potter Where do my parents work? Ministry of Magic What's my pet?
Toad What's my last name? What's my favorite joke? Dungbombs New Animagus SHOULD... Sign up for the Ministry of Situation. What kind of moth did we use? The moth of the death hawk. What kind of moth did we use? The moth of the death hawk. What are you holding in your mouth? The Mandrak
Leaf. Who made the Animagus potion? Penny! The final ingredient in the potion? A strand of hair. How much dew was used? Silver teaspoon. Play Gobstones Do you like to play Hobstones? I like to crush my enemies. You don't stand a chance! See! Let's join the Gobstones Club. No, it's for the birds I
practiced at Hobstone. I was spying on the ministry. Are we going to get an oil knife later? I thought you were flying solo. I'd rather just keep myself to myself. I'd rather report it to the ministry. Read to play? Instead, he turned into animals. Look at this move ... I'm watching you like a hawk! I can't lose in
front of everyone. Merula's watching you! Drink Butterbeer What do we use the ane on the sea for? Delivery of the post. What is my form of Animagus? Eagle. Who was spying on our conversation with Animagus? Merula. Who else knows my secret? Mcgonagall. Remember where Soweri is? The top of
the Western Tower. What's called the Irish Phoenix? The cucumbers. Once I'm done, I want to be ... Auror. When's my birthday? April 1. What's my twin brother's name? George. What's percy's rat's name? The Scabbers. What position does Charlie play? Seeker. Who drives my father crazy? Aunt
Muriel. I like it... Doing evil. I burned a hole in Ron's tongue... With acid pop. Who's my big brother? Bill. Who are my parents? Arthur and Molly. How many children are there in my family? Seven. What is my father obsessed with? Muggle artifacts. Once I almost cheated Ron's ... Creating the Unbreakable
Vow. Play Gobstones Let's Play, Player Name! Let's talk tricks, not. Let's join the Gobstones Club. Let's open a joke shop! Do you like the Hobstones? Not as much as I like Sonko. Check out this move... Check out this frog caviar soap. Are you trying to distract me? Is that a dung bomb? You can't beat
me! The loser eats acid pop. You can win... I'm the best liar, too. It's nearing the end of Year 5, and it's time to take your O.W.L.s or your usual magic levels. You'll take 7 in total in potions, herbology, charms, charms, magic, caring for magical creatures, protection from the dark arts and Transfiguration.
Our Adventure Guide to Ordinary Wizarding Levels will cover everything you need to get 7 Outstanding, including answers to every O.W.L. Regular Magic Levels Part 1 Challenge 1 Begin The Usual Magic Levels adventure, heading to the Great Hall and watching an ad from Dumbledore and Professor
Tofty. Rowan is very worried about her training, ask other friends how they cope with the upcoming exams in a 3 hour activity that requires only one star to complete. Looks like you're the only student actually prepared for owl exams. Dumbledore decides to give you some personal advice: focus on
exams, don't be distracted by the Damned Vaults. Challenge 2 Next head to head home (Professor Snape in my case) and discuss career options. You will consider some potential career paths in 3 hours of activity, which requires all 5 stars to complete. Careers like magizoologist, herbologist, Potioneer,
and magical historian require abilities in their respective subject. Professors tend to specialize in one branch of academia as well. Curse-Breakers and Ministry of Magic Officials must be well rounded healers and Aurors require at least 5 N.E.W.T.s (Sel, Transformation, Herbology, Charms, Defense vs.
Dark Arts) without a bill lower than EE. After that you are sent to get advice from other professors and friends. Challenge 3 Go meet Jae Kim in the kitchen. He suggests giving you career advice if you help organize his inventory. Apparently, he sells deceptive devices to Hogwarts students. You are
shocked to see Penny Heywood appear as her first client. Complete a 3-hour activity that requires all 5 stars to continue... After organizing the action, Jae spoke with Penny, who is considering Auto-Answer-quill. She worries that you'll think ill of her for trying to cheat on her O.W.L.s, but she says that with
all the stress about Cursed Vaults and her trapped sister she doesn't have time to reconsider. Convince her to stop cheating by mentioning all the students who look at her as a role model. Challenge 4 you offer to help revise with Penny's room artifacts. She finally shows up and decided not to cheat! Start
your revision by brewing a Wideye potion that will serve you well in upcoming late night training sessions. This is a 3-hour class that requires the completion of all 5 stars. Penny is starting to feel better after successfully brewing her potion and says you should be a Potioneer as well. She mentions how fun
it would be to boil potions together. Rowan appears and asks for some Wideye potion as she is terrified she is not revised enough and wants all night cramming. Penny thinks she's over-learning and needs to take a break. Challenge 5 Meet Rowan's Forbidden Forest Forest Fun. Chiara Loboska and
Hagrid are already there with the werewolf's puppy Borf. Take Rowan to play with Borf in a 3 hour activity that requires all 5 stars to complete. After some fun, Rowan can easily answer any questions you ask her. Excited, she runs away to play more with Borf. Challenge 6 Your usual Magic Levels
adventure continues with your first exam - Potions. Head to class and meet Professor Tofty, O.W.L. Examiner, each of your O.W.L.s will begin with a written section with 4 questions followed by a practical exam. Potions O.W.L written exam questions, in what scenario would you use a deflating project?
Nulling Effects swelling solution, which is a possible side effect of Pepperup potions? Steam comes out of the ears How many Lionfish spikes are used in one batch of herbicide potion? Four How long should Polyjuice potion stew before use? One month of potion O.W.L is a practical Focus exam to
determine which is the ingredient in the Wideye Potion Crush Snake Fangs by tracking Recognize How Long to Project World Simmer Demonstrate How to Stir The Befuddlement Project by Tracking the Right Pattern. Congratulations on your first exam in your adventure Ordinary Wizarding Levels!
Professor Tofty offers career advice, but Charlie Weasley urgently asks Andre Egwu for your help. Collect a reward of 500 coins and continue. Ordinary Magical Levels Adventures Part 2 Continue O.W.L exams and help your friends along the way in Part 2 of your usual Adventure Magic Levels.
Challenge 1 Meet Andre and Charlie in three broomsticks. Andre is convinced that he will become a profession of quidditch keeper, as he already scouts several professional teams. He doesn't feel he needs to worry about studying. Convince him to at least give some effort to the occasion. Each attempt
to complete the game of friendship Andre will cost 1000 coins. He has 20 courage and 21 empathy and knowledge attributes. You can ask the following questions: I know that I want to play Kuddic. There is no guarantee that this will happen. or it never hurts to explore options. No 5 Why do I need good
grades? Education is important. or your pride will hurt. question 5 Don't you think I'm good enough? I do, but the backup plans are smart. or there's always someone better. I'm already a scout. So far, nothing to prepare in stone. Or what if you mess up? No 5 Wouldn't it be better in practice? You practice
loads. or you could use a break. No 5 After persuading Andre he invites you to look outside of scientists for a future career. He mentions Wandmaker, journalist, quidditch referee, or Shopkeep. Challenge 2 There is an audit of the party in the Slytherin common room. Head there and reconsider with your
housemates! Surprisingly Merula and Imelda ready to reconsider as well. This is a 3-hour activity that requires 5 stars. After that Rowan compliments your learning training and thinks you should be a professor. Surprisingly, Merula agrees. Now relax for your Charms O.W.L. Challenge 3 Head to Sharms
Class to take your offow. Professor Tofty is waiting to give you some career advice. Unfortunately, there is no proper time to get into the specifics as the exams are about to begin. The charms of the O.W.L. written exam there are four questions that need to be answered by corrects: Vermillious charm
produces what color sparks? Red What is a spell for exploding charm? Bombarda In what scenario would you use Cistem Aperio? To Open the Chest Who Invented Cheering Charm? Felix Summerby Charms O.W.L. Practical Exam Complete each of the following tasks by tracking a specific figure. After
completing your O.W.L.s Professor Tofty mentions that he has spoken to Professor Flitwick about you and is very impressed with your tutoring ability. Before he can continue Penny interrupts so you check Tonks. Challenge 4 Meet tonks in the joke shop Sonco. Penny noted that she wasn't herself
because she was worried about not doing well enough on her O.W.L.s to become an Auror. Soothe her, then shop around for jokes to take her mind off things. This is a 3-hour class that requires the completion of all 5 stars. Tonks doesn't feel any better despite the purchases. Luckily, Ben Copper
appears with some tips and a plan to get her confidence back. Challenge 5 Infiltrate Filch Office with Tonks to prove that she has the skills to become an Auror. You decide to turn the disciplinary records of Filch's Transfiguration on the two of you into a rat. Find a record in 3 hours of activity that requires 5
stars to complete. Once you find the recrods The Tonks turn them into a rat and regain her confidence. She recommends that you become an Auror as well given your talents. Challenge 6 Time for another exam in your adventure Ordinary Magic Levels. Go to the transformed class. Tonks is already there
and want to get started with her newfound confidence. Professor Todi sneaks up on you again and agrees that you will make a lovely Auror. It's strange that he knows so much about you... Transforming the O.W.L. written exam Which of the following is not a type of Transfiguration? Call How many major
exceptions are there in the Gump Act of Elementary Transformation? Five Of the following will be the simplest Transformation? Porcupine in Pincushion Which best describes the effects of switching spells? Switching two goals While Transforming the O.W.L. Practical Examination Demonstrate Your
Animal Skills to the Object of Transfiguration using Vera Verto to turn the rat into a water cup. Call the snake with Serpensortia. Use Evanesco to disappear. Switch the pillow and the battleship. After the test, Professor Totft implied he knows what you and Tonks did in Filch's office. He's actually impressed
and surprised by the of Filch had a few notes about it as well. Before you can go into more detail Tulip appears and asks to reconsider for the herbology of O.W.L. together. It ends part 2, you will be rewarded with gems. Ordinary Magical Levels Adventures Part 3 Challenge 1 Head to the Library to revisit
with Tulip. No wonder Tulip tricked you into coming to the library because she wanted to fight with other students. However, after some prodding Tulip reveals that she is actually worried about career choices and trying to avoid studying. Convince her to revise for herbology together then complete a 3-hour
study session that requires 5 stars to complete. After studying Tulip goes into more detail about how she doesn't want to end up like her parents, making rules and taking pleasure from life. Besides, she's just not ready to make a career decision in her 5th year. You can tell her it's OK and you haven't
made a decision either! Challenge 2 Now go to Herbology for the 4th O.W.L. Tulip Exam there and already feels much better, she is even ready to start exploring some career options. Herbology O.W.L. Written Examination Touch barrel Wiggentree protects you from what? Dark Creatures What is Nettle
Known? Hair tingling Which of the following is not another name for Belladonna? Flitterbloom What mimbulus Mimbletonia use as a defense mechanism? Stinksap Herbology O.W.L. Practical Exam This exam tests your ability to process and care for plants. Water Screechsap, keeping the scroll in a
marked place. Assess Dittany's needs by completing a mini-focus game. Fertilize fanged geraniums by tracking the shape. Repot baby mandrake by tracking the correct shape. Professor Tofty will be impressed with your work and thinks you could be a successful herbolo. Challenge 3 Revisit to care for
magical O.W.L. creatures with friends Barnaby, Charlie and Liz in Forest Grove. Barnaby worries that he won't do well enough on the exam to become a magizologist. You try to calm him down by asking an easy question, but it's not completely. Fortunately, Professor Ketleburn appears with a distraction -
he has lost one of his Bowtruckles. Help find it in 8 hours of activity that requires all 5 stars. Barnaby successfully came to the place where Bowtruckle was hidden using his knowledge of magical creatures. With his trust restored, Barnaby is ready to care for the magical creatures of the owl. The Challenge
4 Ordinary Magical Levels adventure continues with the care of the magical creatures of O.W.L. Head to class and meet friends. Barnaby is more ready than you've ever seen him. Caring for magical creatures O.W.L. written exam How often the shell of Streeler change color? Every Hour Porlocks herds
that non-magical creatures? Horses Which of the following creatures eat fairy eggs? Fairies? Bowtruckles especially love what tree? Wiggentrees Caring for Magical Creatures O.W.L. Practical Exam This will test you on how well you get access to the needs of magical creatures. Determine what Kneazle
needs. The lure back escaped Bowtruckle. Feed the fire crab, not burnt. Determine which food is most suitable for feeding a sick unicorn. Professor Tofty is again impressed by your work and observations about your natural intimacy with the Magical Creatures. He then asks if you have good stories about
the Damned Vaults and comments he hasn't seen a student with the same potential as you for years. Challenge 5 Back to the Library to revisit for the history of O.W.L magic with Badeea Ali. She wants to quiz each other, but it's hard to concentrate. Imelda appears soon after and wants to revisit with you,
she is actually very knowledgeable about the Magic Story. Learn together in a 3 hour activity that requires 5 stars. Ismelda notes that you could make a good magical historian. It also warns you that someone is spying on you. This ends part 3 of your usual Adventure Magical Levels. Take some gems as
a reward. Ordinary Wizard Of Adventure Levels Part 4 Finish your last two O.W.L.s and find out who is spying on you. Challenge 1 Head to History Magic Class take your second to last O.W.L. Badeea already is there and seems ready for the exam after an intense study session. Unfortunately, Imelda
seems to have returned to her usual self. Did she tell the truth about the spy? The history of the magic of O.W.L written exam History of magic O.W.L differs from other classes in that there is no practical exam. There will be instead of 8 written questions, not 4. What clause of the Stick Code prohibits non-
humans from using sticks? Item 3 What event followed the soap blizzard of 1378? Economic collapse Why did Liechtenstein not attend the first meeting of the International Confederation of Wizards? Their position on troll rights In what year was Gringotts Wizarding Bank founded? 1474 How many times
has Vendelin Strange allowed herself to be caught by witch hunters? Forty-seven who killed Emerick Evil in a duel? Egbert's egregious What Goblin Led to the 18th Century Goblin Rebellion? Urg Unclean What was the main reason for the creation of the International Statute of Magic Mystery? Pursuit of
Muggles After completing the exam Professor Tofty will approach you and coment that you are well on your way to creating a magical story. However, he warns you to go down the wrong path in search of the Cursed Vaults. Tofty wants to hear more about your damn Asylum adventures, but you are
interrupted by Diego Kaplan. He wants to work on some casting spells for defense against the dark arts with Merula Snyde. Challenge 2 Train to Protect Against the Dark Arts of O.W.L. in Hogwarts Training Training As soon as you arrive Merula accosts you and asks what snake disappear spell (Vipera
Evanesca) is. Turns out it was actually Merula's idea to train with you. Now go practice spells in 3 hours of activity that requires 5 stars to complete. Diego is impressed with your spelling and thinks you would make an exception duelist. However, Merula thinks you're going to be the Curse of the Destroyer.
Task 3 Dumbledore summons you to his office for a meeting, however, when you get there, he immediately tells you to find a place to hide. You have 8 hours to do it you need to complete all 5 stars in the activity. After a successful cover-up, Professor Tofty enters and Dumbledore questions why he spied
on you. Apparently Tofty was sent by the ministry to monitor you and collect information about your damn Asylum Activities. Challenge 4 Now that you know of Totfti's true intentions, head over to protect against the dark arts class for you the final O.W.L. Defense vs. Dark Arts O.W.L. written exam What is
the spell for the Snake-Vanishing Spell? Vipera Evanesca In which of these scenarios would you use the Jinx Obstacle? To slow down a rushing opponent What does the Curse Reducer do? Blast objects into pieces What is a spell for the language binding curse? Mimblewimble's defense against the dark
arts of the O.W.L. hands-on test demonstrate the skill of defensive spells, throwing defensive charm to the entire class. Drop Bogart-Exile spell and remove Boggart. Successfully stun your classmate Ben Copper. Throw a counter-curse and identify the Jinx. Now you have completed all your O.W.L.s, now
confront Professor Tothy about espionage. He immediately repents and claims that he does not suspect you at all. He is just concerned that you may be targeted by the Dark Wizards in the future. Challenge 5 Meet Professor Snape in the Great Hall and discuss career paths. Start by talking to Penny and
discuss how you think you did at O.W.L.s with your friends. This is a 3-hour class that requires the completion of all 5 stars. Professor Snape appears immediately after that and demands to know if you have chosen a career. He wants to make sure that you are looking for opportunities to advance your
chosen path and reminds you that you can reconsider at any time. Professor Tofty approaches after saying goodbye and give you your points. I'm not sure how the classification works, but I got 7 O's. I missed one hands-on question in herbology and still got an O in class, so there's some leeway.
Hopefully the scores will have some effect on the storyline. This completes your usual Magical Levels adventure. You will be rewarded with a necklace and your O.W.L. scores will be attached to the wall in your dorm room. There are a few available in Harry Potter: The Mystery of Hogwarts with each class
awarding a particular attribute. Flying and taking care of the magical Rewards Courage; Herbology and charms reward empathy; while potions and Transfiguration will reward Knowledge. In Year 5 you will open two new classes: Defense Against the Dark Arts, which rewards courage and a history of
magic that rewards knowledge. Some classes will be needed to progress the main storyline, but overall you'll be free to attend whatever classes you see fit. Our Hogwarts Mystery Class Guide will help you effectively complete each class. You are most likely here to find answers to a question that could
potentially be asked during your Hogwarts Mystery classes. The questions asked by the professor are usually based on the class they teach, while the questions asked by other students tend to be more random. We will cover the answers to each general question below. Each question will have 3 answers
with several options, and only 1 of them is correct, the answers below will be marked in green. Check out specific class guides for questions from professors. General class questions for Dumbledore, who was the director of Hogwarts? Armando Dippet, who previously held the post of Snape? Horace
Slughorn Who is a professor of potion? Severus Snape Who is Professor Of Divination? Professor Trelawney Who is professor of magic history? Professor Binns Who is Professor of Astronomy? Professor Sinistra Who is Professor Charms? Professor Flitwick Who is Professor of Transfiguration?
Minerva McGonagall Who teaches to take care of magical creatures? Silvanus Ketlburn Who is the flying instructor? What does Professor Vector teach? Aritmanti Who is the conductor of the Frog Choir? Phylius Flitwick Who is the Hogwarts gamekeeper? Rubeus Hagrid Who is the guard of Hogwarts?
Filch What's filch's name? Mrs. Norris What's the name of The Hogwarts Poltergeist? Peeves Madame Couch has a different yellow what? The eyes of Professor Snape is the head of what house? Sliterine Which of these words best describes Slytherin House? Resource Where are flight lessons held?
Training sites Where the first years have a class of herbology? Greenhouse One What's the item in the director's office allows you to view memories in bottles? Which statue of Penzance marks the entrance to the director's office? Gargulya What is another word for Antidote? Treat Transforming Students
Practice Turning What Insect Into Buttons? What type of boiler do first-grade students need? Piuter What is this Spell of Flipendo? Jinx What makes a spell of Fumos? Create smoke Which of these spells doesn't do anything less? Reducto What provides the charm of lumos? Light, what spell has the
opposite Lumos effect? Nox Where are high-quality srirevesses grown? Abyssinia What spell exposed Gellert Grindlwald in 1926? Revelio Where is Hogwarts? Scotland What stupefying Stun you with that Valerian potion twigs in it? Forgetfulness of the potion What covers the various nettle leaves?
Tingling hair What potions does not contain valerian sprigs? Polyjuice Potion What potion will make Rowan feel better? Pepperup Potion Which of the following is another dive commonly used by Seekers? Spiral Dive What makes a Vermillious spell appear from the tip of a wand? Red Sparks What do you
need to think about to conjure up Patronus Sharm? Powerful, happy memory What spell provides protection from dementors? Expecto Patronum What do dark spells require in order to be successful? Malicious intent What is the name of the Village Wizard near Hogwarts? Hogsmeade How many
students sleep in every Hogwarts hostel? 5 Which spell disappears? Evanesco What spell would you use to wash your glasses? Reparo What is the Effect of a Wideye Potion? Keeps you awake What's America's magic government's name? MACUSA What is a group of bowtruckles called? Which cast
turns an object into stone? Duro What condition can be corrected by a soothing draught? Shock What do you say to summon a broom to your hand? Top! What does the repair do? Cancel The Transfiguration Where Did Rowan Hannah Grow Up? Tree Farm Which one is not a cleaning spell? Confringo
What is the best solution for a broken nose? Episky What does Kolovaria do? Changes something Color Colovaria is also known as what? The charm of color change What is the main use of TheUres of Scourgify? Cleaning What is Counter-Charm in Colloport? Alohomora What is a spell for the Sharm
Shield? Protego Which of these tasks can not be used by an endangered spell? Dancing Which plant purults acne? Bubotuber Which part of Mandrake is potentially fatal? His cry What plant helps you breathe underwater? Gillyweed What is the term for an object imbued with a fragment of the Wizard's
soul? Horcrux What curse did I fall victim to in our third year? Sleepwalking Which of the following is not a type of dark magic? Charm What is a form of hex deviation? Salvio Hexia What's my toad's name? Dennis What spell is one of the unforgivable curses? Crucio What type of ghoul is capable of
masking itself? Chameleon ghouls Which of the following is not a dark creature? Fiery Crab Where was Edle Bard born? Yorkshire, England Who invented the applause charm? Felix Summerby What spell protects spiders? The Arania Exumai Potions class is taught by Professor Severus Snape and
awards up to 100 points for attributes of knowledge. In addition, students will be able to earn gold, gems, energy and even more attributes. This Hogwarts Mystery Potion Class guide will cover all the questions that could potentially be asked during lessons. Check out our general class guide to information
and strategies. As you progress through the potions one of the Random mini-games sometimes have to be completed: tracking the shape of your finger, stopping an expanding circle in a specific location, or answering a question from a teacher or friend. The questions will have 3 multiple choice choices
with only one correct answer. All questions will be covered below, the correct answers in green. Potions Class Matters Which of the following is not an ingredient in the antidote to the common poisons Red Myrrhe What type of potion does the Third Law Golpalott relate to? Antidotes Who wrote magic
checkers and potions? Arseniy Jigger What condition can be corrected by a soothing draft? Shock What ingredient is not used in shortening the solution? Rotten Egg What is the best way to extract juice from sopophoric beans? Crush it Which potion does not contain valerian twigs? Polyjuice Potion
Which one is the ingredient in Polyjuice potion? Powdered Bickorn Horn What type of potion Weedosoros? Yad What potion has Valerian twigs in it? The forgetfulness of the potion infusion of wormwood is not the ingredient in which of these potions? Decorating a potion What boiler do first-year students
need? Pewper Pepperape zelier has evolved from a remedy created by being a 12th century master? Linfred of Stinchcombe If I wanted to use an aging potion to make myself significantly older, what would I do? Drink more General Class Matters Our Hogwarts Mystery Potion Class Guide covers only
the issues that we have personally encountered. Check out our general class guide. Where did Rowan Hannah grow up? On a tree farm, what potion will make Rowan feel better? Pepperup zelier Who previously held the position of Snape as Potion Master? Horace Slughorn Which of these words best
describes Slytherin House? What's the artful subject in the director's office that lets you see the memories in bottles? Pence, who is the professor of astronomy? Professor Sinistra Who is the watchman of Hogwarts? The Filch Transfiguration class is taught by Professor Minerva McGonagall and rewards
up to 100 knowledge attribute points in addition to occasional gold, gems, energy or even more attributes. This Hogwarts Mystery Transfiguration Class guide will cover all the questions that can be asked during lessons. Check out our general guide to Hogwarts Mystery for more information and
strategies. As you complete the Transfiguration course, you will be tasked with completing one of three random mini-games: tracking the shape with your finger, stopping the expanding circle at a specific location, or answering a question from a teacher or classmate. We'll take a walk on every potential
question you might be asked during the Transfiguration lesson. The questions will have 3 multiple choice choices with one correct answer, which will be listed below in green. The questions, which sub-charge of the Transfiguration is considered the most difficult? Transformation of Man What makes
switching spells? Swap Objects for Each Other What Spell Exposed by Gellert Grindelwald in 1926? Revelio What spell turns an object into stone? Duro Which of these tasks can not be used Vanishing spells? Dancing What does Reparifarge do? Undo The Transfiguration of Transformation students
practice turning what insect into buttons? Beetle What spell would you use to wash your glasses? Reparo Intended Transformation directly depends on which of the following? Concentration What does the spell switching? Swap objects for each other are common questions Although it may be possible
that any question can be asked in each class, we will list only the ones we encountered. What would make Rowan feel better? Pepperup zelier Who is Professor of Transfiguration? Minerva McGonagall, who previously held the post of Snape as a potion master? Horace Slughorn Where is Hogwarts?
Scotland What is the name of the Village Wizard near Hogwarts? Hogsmid What's filch's cat's name? Mrs. Norris Statue of what creature marks the entrance to the director's office? Gargoyle's History of Magic is unlocked in Year 5 of Harry Potter: The Mystery of Hogwarts. The class is taught by the ghost
of Professor Binns and is infamous for being the most boring class at Hogwarts. This is amplified when Binns falls asleep almost immediately after the start of first grade. Several familiar characters from the series of books will be kneaded in the history of magic. There will be lectures from the almost
headless Nick, a portrait of Rowena Ravenclau, Nymphadora Tonks, Rowan Hannah and even Peeves. However, most students will spend time goofing off as Professor Binns sleeps or stays completely oblivious. The history of magic will reward the attribute of Knowledge and is slightly different from
other classes. There is no form of tracking mini-games. The expanding circle of mini-games is replaced by sense hexes activity (as seen in defense against the dark arts), which involves tapping the screen at a constant speed to raise the scroll in a given area. And most of the time you will answer the
history of magic a specific question. For example, an 8-hour class tends to have 4 questions and 1 Sense Hexes mini-games. Sense Hexes Activity Tapping or holding your finger on the screen will lift the scroll, the speed at which it rises depends on how quickly the screen is tapped. You want to tap the
screen at just the right speed to keep the scroll in the green marked area, keep it there for 5 seconds and you win. There is a 30-second completion date for Sense Hexes. Finally, we take a walk through all the questions you can ask in the History of Magic class. Check out our Class Guide for a full list of
general questions asked in any class. The story of the magic questions As always, the answers in green are true. In what color will the presence of the ghost flare up? Blue What is Salazar Sliterine's signature item? Lockett Who's my favorite person to prank? (Tulpan Karasu) Filch When was the
Werewolf Code of Conduct developed? 1637 Medieval Assembly of European Wizards issues what award? Bravery Against Fantastic Beasts Award Medieval Assembly of European Wizards linked to what convention? International Convention of Sorcerers What the heck Salazar Slytherin value most in a
student? The trick is what followed the 1378 soap blizzard? Magic Economic Bubble Explosion What's My Signature Item? (Rowena Ravenclaw) Diadem I'm the patron of a ghost whose house? (Almost unprecious Nick) Gryffindor Who was the first referee to die in a quidditch match? Cyprian Youdle
Which Minister of Magic resigned after the goblin uprising of 1752? Albert Booth Where was Beedle Bard born? Yorkshire, England What is my (Almost Headless Nick) full name? Nicholas de Mimsy-Prpington What species commanded giant wars? Giants What's my specialty? (Tonks impersonation in
Professor Binns) Boring students I'm a giant fan of what? (Pives) Jokes Why the werewolf code of conduct failed? No Werewolves signed his What book did Beedle Bard write? Tales of Beedle Bard, which is not the reason for the master to stay on this earth as a ghost? Hunger When was the Golden
Snidget first introduced to the game quidditch? 1269 What is Godric Gryffindor's signature? The Sword of Emerick Evil was killed in a duel against whom? Egbert Egregious Who was the original owner of Sorting The Hat? Godric Gryffindor What ghost haunts a second-floor girl's bathroom at Hogwarts?
Stone Myrtle When will a wildcat gargoyle strike take place? 1911 When my fellow founding comrades found Hogwarts? (Rowena Ravenclaw Portrait) 10th Century When was the first full description of the game quidditch written? 1398 Which wizard used the spell of Tarantallegger in 79 AD to conjure up
a dance on Mount Vesuvius? Innocent, what the hell do I value most about a student? (Portrait of Rowena Ravenclau) Intelligence Where did the goblin uprising of 1612? Hogsmeade Village What am I best known for? (Almost unpre prepared Nick) My partially severed neck Who was the First Minister of
Magic? Evidence gum whose teeth I accidentally turned into tusks that led to my death? (Almost unpre prepared Nick) Lady Grieve Who Created the International Statute of Magic Mystery? The International Wizards Confederation Of Peevesy is what? The Poltergeist Herbology class is taught by
Professor Sprout and will reward up to 100 empathy attribute points depending on the duration of the classes (1, 3 or 8 hours). In addition, gold, gems, energy and more attribute points will be rewarded class time. As we move forward The herbology class is one of three random mini-games to be
completed: stop the expanding circle at a certain location, track the shape of the finger, and answer the question of a professor or fellow student. Each question will have 3 multiple choice choices with one correct answer. Herbology Class Issues These issues are specific to herbology. Dittany is used
primarily for what purpose? Healing Wiggentrees are protected by what creature? Bowtruckle Which of these plants bloom instantly? Puffapod Mimbulus Mimbletonia secretes what substance? Stinksap Which plant helps you breathe underwater? Gillyweed Which of these Plants Class C is an
untradeable substance? Poisonous Tentacula Where did the early years have a herbology class? Greenhouse One What a Purula Plant Cleanses Acne? Bubotuber What is the best way to extract juice from sopophoric beans? Crush it Which part of Mandrake is potentially fatal? His cry What covers the
various nettle leaves? Hair tingling Where is grown the highest quality shrivelfigs? Abyssinia What's the other name for Belladonna? Deadly Nightshade Screechsnaps are capable of doing which of the following? Move and make noise general class issues are the following common issues that we
encountered in the herbology class. Who previously held Snape's post? Horace Slughorn Who is the conductor of the Frog Choir? Philius Flitwick Who is the Histroy Magic Professor? Professor Binns Who is professor of potions? Severus Snape Who is the guard of Hogwarts? Filch Who is the Hogwarts
gamekeeper? Rubeus Hagrid, who teaches to take care of magical creatures? Silvanus Ketleburn What is the name of the Village Wizard near Hogwarts? Hogsmeade Flying Class is taught by Madame Couch and will reward players up to 100 points of attribute of courage in addition to choosing random
quantities of gems, gold, energy and extra attributes. As you move through Flying Class, up to three random mini-games can be assigned: tracking the shape with your finger, stopping an expanding circle at a specific location, or answering a question from a teacher or friend. The first two mini-games are
self-evident and we will provide the answer to all potential questions you can ask during class flight. The questions will have 3 multiple choices, the correct answers will be listed below in Green. Flying Class Matters Who has been to every World Cup in quidditch since they were born? Merula Which team
has only female players? Holyhead Harpy Starfish and Stick is a tactic used by that position quidditch? The keeper catching which object ends the match quidditch? Golden snitch No spell yet designed allows the master to do what? Fly Unaided What do you say to summon a broom to your hand? Up A
Firebolt is a type of what? Broom Which one is not a type of broom? Okami Who is flying Madame Madame In addition to teaching flying lessons, what is Madame Huch's other work? Quidditch Referee Madame Couch has a different yellow what? Eyes Where are flight lessons held? Training grounds
What is not another kind of magical transport? Mop Flying Common questions While it may be possible that any question can be asked in each class, we will list only the ones we encountered. Who previously held Snape's post? Horace Slughorn Who is a professor of potion? Severus Snape Who is the
conductor of the Frog Choir? Philius Flitwick What's the name of The Hogwarts Poltergeist? Peeves Where is Hogwarts? Scotland How many students sleep in every Hogwarts hostel? 5 What is the name of the Wizards village near Hogwarts? Hogsmeade In Year 5 Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery
Defense vs. Dark Arts Class taught by Professor Patricia Rakepick unlocked.  Madame Rakepik must be familiar with the main role she played in helping Jacob's brother in their quest to discover the forbidden forest cursed vault in Year 4. Ms. Rakepik was previously the head of Gringotts Bank. She is
extremely strong and knowledgeable, but her motives remain somewhat mysterious.  She will again play a big role in the Year 5 Cursed Vaults storyline as she recruits a group of students, including the main character, to search for repositories against Dumbledore's wishes.  Given the curse placed on
protection from the dark arts teaching position, it probably won't be around for year 6. The protection against the dark arts is similar to other classes with one of three random mini-games assigned after each completed star.  Players will still be instructed to track the shape with their finger or answer a
question from a classmate or Madame Rakepik herself.  However, the expansion of the mini-game circle has been replaced by a new activity that requires players to tap the screen and keep the scroll within a certain area.  Protection against the dark arts rewards the courage of the attribute and can be
present at leisure. The new mini-game Tapping on the screen will cause the scroll to move up, the faster you will click the faster it will move.  You will only have to click on the correct frequency to keep the scroll within the marked area for 5 seconds.   If the scroll comes out of the marked area at any time,
the timer is reset.  This new mini-game is increasing complexity about what we've seen in previous classes. Protection from The Dark Arts Issues Casting Fumos Creates What Defensive Clouds? Smoke What jinx the trip cause your victim to do? Fall Over What is a spell for language binding curse?
Mimblewimble How would you best describe Pixie's voice? Shrill What do dark spells require in order to be successful? Evil intent What is the term for an object imbued with a fragment Soul? Horcrux What curse did I fall victim to in our third year? Sleepwalking Which of the following is not a type of dark
magic? Charm What is a form of hex deviation? Salvio Hexia What's my toad's name? Dennis What spell is one of the unforgivable curses? Crucio What type of ghoul is capable of masking itself? Chameleon ghouls Which of the following is not a dark creature? Fiery crab What spell provides protection
from dementors? Expecto Patronum What does Jinx obstacle do? Temporarily slows down the goal Which of the following is one of the most powerful defensive charms? Patronus Charm Where do my parents work? (Tulpan Karasu) Department of Magical Law Enforcement What do you need to think
about to conjure up Patronus Sharm? Powerful, happy memory What is my favorite store? (Tulip Karaus) The Excellence of the Excellence Is taught by Professor Philius Flitwick and rewards up to 100 sympathy attribute points in addition to occasional gold, gems, energy or even more attributes. This
Hogwarts Mystery Charms class guide will cover all the questions that can be asked during lessons. As the Charms class progresses, you will be tasked with completing one of three random mini-games: tracking the shape with your finger, stopping an expanding circle at a specific location, or answering a
question from a teacher or classmate. We'll take a walk on every potential question you might be asked during the Charms class. The questions will have 3 multiple choices with 1 correct answer, the answers below will be listed in green. Charms Class Matters What Spelling Contains the Curse of the
Foot-Locker? Curses and Counter-Curses What is a spell for shield charm? Protego Arresto Momentum was originally designed for what purpose? Slowing Down Fall quaffle If someone wanted to increase the effect of the Bombarda spell, which spell would you use? Bombarda Maxima What spell has
the opposite Lumos effect? Nox What is the main use of TheUres of Scourgify? Cleaning What spell is effective against dementors? Expecto Patronum What makes a Vermilious spell appear from the tip of a stick? Red Sparks Who would best use the charm of Alohomora? The Thief Who Invented
Cheering Charm? Felix Summerby Which of these spells is most similar to Flipendo, Knockback Jinx? Depulso Reduzio is a charm that can be used to reduce that? Both (People and Objects) In which of these scenarios would you use Cistem Aperio? Blasting Open locked trunk Which one is not a
cleaning spell? Confringo What is the effect of a stupefy spell? Stun You What is the charm Lumos provide? Light What does a Fumos spell do? Create smoke If you threw Engorgio on someone's mouth, their teeth will be what? The Big What Flipendo? Jinx Why did you leave Alohomora? To whom...
Unlock the door What is Colloport? Alohomora Kolovaria is also known as what? The charm of the color change What makes Kolovaria? Changes something color Which of these spells keeps the charm stable? Fianto Duri Muffliato Sharm fills the ears of his goals with what? Unidentified Buzzing In Which
of these scenarios would you use Muffliato Sharm? Prevent eavesdropping on common questions While it is possible that any question can be asked in each class, we will list only the ones we encountered. Who is the flying instructor? Madame Howch Who is a professor of potion? Severus Snape Who's
a Professor of Astronomy? Professor Sinistra Who is the Hogwarts gamekeeper? Rubeus Hagrid Who is the guard of Hogwarts? Filch Where is Hogwarts? Scotland What's the item in the director's office allowing you to view memories in bottles? How many students sleep in each Hogwarts dormitory? 5
Charms of O.W.L. Issues Vermillious Charm Produces What Color Sparks? Red In what scenario would you use Cistem Aperio? To open the chest What is a spell for a charm explosion? Bombarda Who Invented Cheering Charm? Felix Summerby's Care Magical Creatures is taught by Professor
Silvanus Kettleburn and will reward players with up to 100 courage attribute points (depending on class duration) in addition to gold, gems, energy, pet food, and even more random attribute points. As you work through each type of Mystery Hogwarts you will have to complete one of three random mini-
games at specific intervals: tracing the form with your finger, stopping the expanding circle within a particular location, or answering a question from a teacher or friend. The first two mini-games will be clear, and we'll take a look at all the potential questions you might be asked during Care of Magical
Creatures classes. Typically, questions asked by friends will see some overlap between classes, while the professor's questions will be based on the subject they teach. Caring for magical creatures Matters Acromantula is the name for a giant version of what a creature? Spider What is a group of
Bowtruckles called? Branch What is the best solution for a broken nose? Episkey What does a Fumos spell do? Create smoke that spell has the opposite Lumos effect? Nox What spell protects spiders? Arania Exumai What makes a Vermillious spell appear from the tip of a stick? Red Sparks Common
questions It is likely that every common question can be asked in any class of Hogwarts Mystery. Where is Hogwarts? Scotland What is the name of the Wizards Village near Hogwarts? Hogsmeade Which of these spells does not do anything less? Reducto How many students sleep in each Hogwarts
dormitory? 5 Who previously held Snape's position? Horace Slughorn Who is the Gamewarts gamekeeper? Rubeus Hagrid Who is the conductor of Frog Phylius Fleetwick Energy used used full classes and most quests in Harry Potter: The Mystery of Hogwarts. You will earn 1 point of energy every 4
minutes by default, but your energy is limited so you won't be able to accumulate energy indefinitely. In addition, there are many places that will periodically give you a free energy bonus. They can be pressed every 4-8 hours. East Towers 1) Photo frame - Directly behind the place you're loading in, up to
the Sharms class. The image frame will be empty if there is energy. 2) Peeves - Just to the left side of the Fortune-class staircase, behind the astronomy tower. Click on Pivza to make it disappear. Western Towers 3) Painting - By Gryffindor House common room, just before the prefects bathroom. Click to
have some oranges to appear in the picture. Lower Floor - West 4) Wall Torch - Just to the right of the Great Hall, click on the torch to light it. 5) Knight - Just past the Great Hall there will be 3 armor suits, one in the middle will reward the energy bonus when pressed. Dungeons 6) Elf House - Located near
the kitchen hallway. Click the elf to send it back to work. Castle Grounds 7) Stick - To the right of Whomping Willow has a stick on the ground, the dog will run away with it when pressed. Lower Floor - East 8) Books - There is a dirty pile of books to the right of the library on the bench. Click on them to
organize into a neat stack. Hogsmeade 9) Student - He's down the alley between three broomsticks and Honeydukes. Click on it and it will slide down the alley. Forbidden Forest 10) Web - Located right in front of the spider's lair. It will disappear briefly when pressed, but will appear quickly. There is still a
cooling off period before it can be pressed again. After clicking the cobwebs it will appear almost immediately, unfortunately you won't be able to click on it again for hours. Diagonal Alley 11) Coin Bag - Located right in front of the Gringotts Bank. Stadium quidditch 12) Golden Snick - Shortly before
entering the quidditch Pitch. It's 12 locations for 12 free energy points! Pet Energy In addition, you can purchase 4 pets, which will also reward energy periodically. Unfortunately, they can only be purchased with gems... This is a good option to purchase from the year end of the year gem reward. Your



currently selected pet will be carried out by your character or closely monitored. All pets are also located in your hostel, which is available through your shared room home. Current Pets: Owl - 320 Gems Cat - 215 Gems Toad - 160 Gems Mouse - 160 Gems Streeler - 50 Crup Laptops - 50 Laptops
Kneazle - 60 Laptops Kneazle Kitten - 120 Laptops Crup puppy - 120 laptops Baby Acromantula - event award Bat - event award Puffskein - 80 laptops This total 12 Dot points Bonus energy from pets! This is the location of the Slytherin house, you will have to use the appropriate shared rooms to access
the hostel. Magisology becomes available for the first time after the completion of the side quest from Hagrid. It unlocks a new zone, lots of new magical creatures to adopt, pet food that can be rewarded after each class, and a new Red Notebook currency. As magical creatures are cared for and
connected to players will receive Magizoology levels, higher levels will unlock new creatures to take. The Magic Nature Reserve is a new rapid travel zone that is divided into 6 unique zones: Meadows, Forest, Dark Forest, Lake, Rocky Mountains, and Volcanic Pasture. Each of these zones is home to
unique magical creatures. For example, The Porloks live in Grasslands, while fairies live in the forest. The zones will be unlocked as new creatures are discovered. New currency laptop currencies are used to adopt new magical creatures. They are rewarded for completing special magizological quests
and specific Hogwarts Mystery events. It's pretty hard to find, so make sure you're completing the events as efficiently as possible. Red laptops are used to take each creature while some of the new releases require some extra blue laptops. Creature Food can be obtained from The Search for Creature
Food Activities in the Hogwarts corridor located at the end of the Lower Floor - West Zoning. This is a 3-hour session that rewards a total of 8 power creatures (4 for the first star and two for each of the two bonus stars). This activity is almost never worth doing as it rewards anything but food. An alternative
method of getting Creature Food is to simply complete normal classes. Every time a star is completed in any class a 2-10 creature food can potentially be available as a reward. I'm ashore hundreds of Creature Food out just by randomly completing classes and choosing food when it doesn't compete with
a massive reward like 1000 gold or 40 attributes. Obviously, Creature Food is used to feed your magical creatures. Creatures receive a level of trust based on the amount of food fed by them: 1 food and 3 experiences 2 foods and 7 experience 3 foods and 12 experience Three is the maximum that can be
fed at once. As there is a 3 hour delay in feeding pets, feeding the maximum amount of food (three) each time will result in a quick learning experience. Your character will also get a magizoology experience every time a pet is fed. A recent update added the ability to feed the maximum level of adopted
pets. This will give a similar reward to complete the star during the The class however the reward pool is improving and you may sometimes be offered the option to choose a brown laptop for making cosmetic pets. It's feeding on a 6-hour cooling timer, so you might want to start picking up some more pet
food from the classes. Magical Creatures As you get Magizoology levels new creatures will become available for adoption. Grasslands Grasslands will be the first zone you will encounter in the Magic Creatures Reserve. You can take Niffler, Porlock, Knarl, and Abraxan here. Niffler The Niffler costs 10 red
notepads to accept, but they are provided as part of an intro quest. This will be your first magical creature making. The Nifflers were first spotted in Year 4 when Madame Rakepick lent one to help in the search for the damned vaults. The link provides Niffler grants 3 experiences and is located on 12 hours
of cooling. Feeding for 3 hours of cooling. Niffler Confidence Levels: The table covers every level of trust for your Niffler, including the experience you need for the level and reward you receive when aligning. Trust Level Experience Reward Distrust I 12 Experience 1 regular laptop, 50 gold, and 1 Energy
Indifferent I 14 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Indifferent II 14 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Indifferent III 14 Experience 50 Gold, 1 gem, and 1 Energy Indifferent IV 14 experience 50 gold and 1 energy Affectionate I 14 experience 50 gold and 1 gem affectionate II 14 experience 50 gold and 1
Energy Affectionate III 34 experience 50 gold and 1 energy Affectionate IV 81 experience 1 red laptop and 50 gold Affectionate v Max Level N /A After reaching maximum confidence level you will get the opportunity to interact with your niffler. Porlock Porlock costs just 2 red laptops to take and will
probably be the second magical creature you pick up. The link provides a Porlock 3 experience and is found for 12 hours of cooling. Feeding for 4 hours of cooling. Porlock Trust Levels: Trust Level Experience Reward Distrust I 16 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Distrust II 20 Experience 50 Gold and 1
Energy Trusting I 28 Experience 2 Red Laptops and 50 Gold Trusting II 36 Experience 2 Red Laptops and 50 Gold Trusting III 44 Experience 50 Gold, 1 Gem, 1 Gem, and 1 Energy Dedicated I 51 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Dedicated II 60 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Dedicated III 67
Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Dedicated IV 75 Experience 1 Red Laptop and 50 Gold Dedicated V Max N/A Knarl Knarl will cost 30 Red laptops and is only available to students, at least magizoology level 5. Like the hedgehog, its pen has a magical application. Abraxan Abraxan will set you back 90
red laptops and become available at magizoology 3. Abraxan is an extremely powerful giant breed of winged horses. Players will receive 15 points for communication with abraxan, and food will give 15-30 experience (1 food - 15 exp, 2 foods - 22 exp, 3 food and 30 exp). Abraxan Trust Levels: Trust Level
Experience Reward Wild I 102 Experience 5 Gems, 150 Gold, 6 Wild II 128 Experience 6 red laptops, 150 gold, 6 energy training training 178 experience 150 gold and 6 Energy Trained II 230 experience 5 gems, 150 Gold, and 6 Energy Trained III 280 Experience 150 Gold and 6 Energy Trusting I 332
Experience 150 Gold and 6 Energy Trusting II 382 Experience 1 Laptop, 150 Gold, and 6 Energy Trusting III 434 Experience 5 Gems 150 Gold and 6 Energy Trusting IV 484 Experience 6 Red Laptops , 150 coins, 6 Energy Trusting v Max Forest Forest is the second zone in hogwarts Mystery Magical
Creatures Reserve. Fairy, Bowtruckle, Gnome, Hippogriff, and Welch Green Dragon can be adopted here. Fairy There is a fairy available for adoption in the woods for 30 red laptops upon reaching the level of magizology 2. Fairies are small humanoid creatures known for their vanity. Feeding for 5 hours
of cooling and Bonding will provide 3 experiences for 12 hours of cooling. Fairy Trust Levels: Trust Level Experience Reward Fierce I 33 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Fierce II 40 Experience 5 Red Laptops, 50 Gold, and 1 Energy Aloof I 56 Experience 50 Gold Aloof II 73 Experience 50 Gold Aloof III
88 Experience 1 Laptop, 2 Gems, and 1 Energy Placated I 105 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Placated II 121 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Placated III 137 Experience 50 Gold and 1 Energy Placated The IV 152 experience 5 red laptops and gold Placated V Max Special Interaction Bowtruckle
Bowtruckle becomes available for adoption at Magizoology 3 level, it will set you back 40 red laptops. Bowtruckles are tiny twigs like creatures that guard tree sticks. They often interact with in the care of magical class creatures. Feeding for 6 hours of cooling and bonding rewards 3 experiences for 12
hours of cooling as always. Bowtruckle Trust Levels: Trust Level Experience Experience Reward for level up to incredulous I 33 experience 50 gold and 1 Energy Incredulous II 40 experience 5 gems, 50 gold, and 1 Energy Shy I 56 experience 5 gold and 1 Energy Shy II 73 experience 5 gems, 50 gold
and 5 energy Shy III 88 experience 5 red laptops, 5 energy , and Gold Dedicated I 105 Experience 5 Energy and Gold Dedicated II 121 Experience 5 Energy and Gold Dedicated III 137 Experience 5 Gems, 5 Energy and Gold Dedicated IV 152 Experience 5 Red Laptops, 5 Energy, and Gold Dedicated
Max V Special Interaction Gnome You Can Take This Gnome at Magizoologist Level 6 for 70 Red Laptops and 10 Blue. Dwarf is a common pest found in magical gardens. Hippogriff This Hippogriff is available for adoption at Magizooloy 4 for 55 red, 25 blue and 20 yellow notebooks. The hippo is part
horse, part eagle, very proud and dangerous. Welsh green dragon students will be able to adopt the Welsh green dragon at magizoology level 4 for the price of 60 red and 30 blue laptops. The Welsh green dragon is one of the least complex breeds of dragons and is changed by its musical roar. Forest
Dark Forest is the third zone in the Creature Sanctuary. You can take unicorn, Chimera, Thestral, Acromantula, and Hungarian Horntail here. Unicorn Unicorn will be available at the level of magizology 7. It will cost you 90 red laptops and 25 blue laptops. Unicorn - white horned horse, having magical
properties. Chimera Chimera adoptions are only available to students with Magizoology Level 5 for the price of 50 red and 25 blue laptops.  Chimera is a cruel beast that is a mixture of lion, goat and dragon. Thestral Thestral will be available for adoption at the level of magizology 4.  It will cost you 75 red
laptops and 15 blue laptops.  Thestral is a black winged horse visible only to those who have seen death. Acromantula Acromanthula is available for adoption at the level of magisology 4.  It costs 40 red notebooks.  Acromanthula is a very clever giant spider capable of human speech. You can link up with
Acromantula once every 12 hours for 15 experiences.  You can feed it every 7 hours for a 15-30 experience depending on the amount of pet food used. Acromantula Trust Levels Level Experience Reward Killing I 98 Hungarian Horntail This Dragon soon. Lake Lake is the fourth zone in the Magic Creature
Reserve. Plimpie, Grindilow, Murtlap and Norwegian Ridgeback Plympy at Magizoologist Level 6 Plimpys will be available for adoption in just 40 red notebooks. Plimpie is a spherical motley fish, which Merludi considers a pest. Grindylow You can take Grindylow to Magizoologist Level 6 to 50 red laptops
and 15 blue laptops. Grindilow is an aggressive pale green water demon! Murtlap This Murtlap is available for adoption on Magizoologist level 7 to 50 red notebooks. Murtlap is a rat creature whose preferred prey is crustaceans. Norwegian Ridgeback Another Dragon Soon Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery.
Rocky Mountain Troll Mountain Troll will be available in a future update. Manticore Manticoreres will soon be coming to Hogwarts Mystery! Griffin Is Griffin is available for adoption on Magizoologist Level 8 for 50 reds, 10 blue and 10 yellow laptops. Griffin is an eagle lion hybrid often used by craftsmen to
protect treasures. Doxy Doxy can be adopted at magizoologist 7 for 50 red, 10 blue and 10 yellow notebooks.  is an annoying, fabulous creature that can infect homes. Yeti Students can take Yeti at Magizoologist 7 level for 45 red, 20 blue and 15 yellow notebooks. Yeti's is a huge monkey creature, often
spotted by Muggles. None of the other zones available now, this guide will be updated as more Magizoology content is released. Released.
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